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Abstract

This paper reports on experiments to
improve the Optical Character Recog-
nition (ocr) quality of historical text
as a preliminary step in text mining.
We analyse the quality of ocred text
compared to a gold standard and show
how it can be improved by performing
two automatic correction steps. We also
demonstrate the impact this can have
on named entity recognition in a pre-
liminary extrinsic evaluation. This work
was performed as part of the Trad-
ing Consequences project which is fo-
cussed on text mining of historical doc-
uments for the study of nineteenth cen-
tury trade in the British Empire.

1 Introduction
The task of applying text mining techniques
to digitised historical text faces numerous
hurdles. One of the most troublesome of these
is the ‘garbled’ nature of the plain text which
often results when the scanned original under-
goes Optical Character Recognition (ocr). In
this paper we discuss two areas which cause
problems: soft-hyphen splitting of word to-
kens and “long s”-to-f confusion. We evaluate
the extent to which both issues degrade the
accuracy of ocred text compared to all ocr
errors and describe methods for automatically
correcting them.
A representative example of scanned text is

shown in Figure 1, followed by the plain text
output from ocr and the manually corrected
gold standard text.

Example 1: Fragment of scanned page from Rob-
son (1752)1

1 ( 4 ) BEING fenfible therefore, that the
2 committee had been amufed by partial
3 reprefentations ; that a much more
4 extenfive trade may be efnablifhed in
5 Hudfon's-Bay, both forpelts and furs;
6 that there are great appearances of
7 valuable mines along the coaft; and
8 that a pro-. fitable fifhery for whales,
9 feals, &c. might be

OCR output

1 ( 4 ) BEING sensible therefore, that the
2 committee had been amused by partial
3 representations ; that a much more
4 extensive trade may be established in
5 Hudson's-Bay, both for pelts and furs;
6 that there are great appearances of
7 valuable mines along the coast; and
8 that a profitable fishery for whales,
9 seals, &c. might be

manually corrected output

As can be seen in Example 1, non-final low-
ercase letter s appears as “long s” (ſ or ſ ). Not
surprisingly, ocr tends to confuse this with

1http://eco.canadiana.ca/view/oocihm.20155/
18?r=0&s=1
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the lowercase letter f, since the only distinc-
tion between the two letters is that the long s
has a nub on the left side of the letter whereas
the real lowercase f has a nub on both sides.
However, we need to correct this conflation of
s with f in order to achieve reasonable accu-
racy in text mining.
A second issue can be seen in line 8 of the

ocr output, where a line-break hyphen from
the input text persists as a within-word hy-
phen, e.g., as pro-fitable (abstracting away
from the additional insertion of a period and a
space). Although the ocr has correctly recog-
nised this ‘soft’ hyphen, it is still desirable to
remove it in order to increase text mining ac-
curacy. This removal can be regarded as a
normalisation rather than correction per se.
The background and related work to our

research are described in Sections 2 and 3,
respectively. We have developed two tools
which tackle the two issues mentioned above
as accurately as possible; note that not ev-
ery hyphen can be deleted and not every f
should be turned into s. In both cases, we
use a lexicon-based approach which is ex-
plained in more detail in Section 5. We eval-
uate the tools against a human corrected and
normalised gold standard described in Sec-
tion 4 in an attempt to quantify ocr accu-
racy and improvement. We describe the eval-
uation metric in Section 6 and report all the
experiments we have conducted in Section 7.
We include a preliminary extrinsic evaluation
to determine the effect of text accuracy on
named entity recognition.

2 Background
The Trading Consequences project aims
to assist environmental historians in under-
standing the economic and environmental
consequences of commodity trading during
the nineteenth century. We are applying text
mining to large quantities of historical text,
converting unstructured textual information
into structured data that will in turn popu-
late a relational database. Prior historical re-
search into commodity flows has focused on
a small number of widely traded natural re-
sources. By contrast, this project will pro-

vide historians with data from large corpora
of digitised documents, thereby enabling them
to analyse a broader range of commodities.
We analyse textual data from major British

and Canadian datasets, most importantly
the House of Commons Parliamentary Papers
(hcpp),2 the Canadiana.org data archive,3
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office Col-
lection from jstor4 and a number of rele-
vant books. Together these sources amount
to millions of pages of text. The datasets in-
clude a wide range of official records from the
British and Canadian governments, making
them ideal for historical text mining. How-
ever, there are significant challenges in the
initial step of transforming these document
collections into a format that is suitable for
subsequent text mining. Poor ocr quality is
a major factor, together with artefacts intro-
duced by the scanning process and nineteenth
century language. For much of the corpus, the
ocr was carried out several years ago, and
is far inferior to what can be achieved nowa-
days with contemporary scanning hardware
and ocr technology. The problems of ocr
are aggravated for our corpus by the use of
old fonts, poor print and paper quality, and
nineteenth century language.
The project’s underlying text mining tools

are built on the LT-XML25 and LT-TTT26

tools. While they are robust and achieve
state-of-the-art results for modern digital
newspaper text, their output for historical
text will necessarily involve errors. Apart
from ocr imperfections, the data is not
continuous running text but passages inter-
spersed with page breaks, page numbers and
headers and occasionally hand-written nota-
tions in page margins. In order for our text
mining tools to pull out the maximum amount
of information, we are carrying out automatic
correction of the text as a preliminary pro-
cessing step in our text mining pipeline.

2http://parlipapers.chadwyck.co.uk/home.do
3http://www.canadiana.ca
4http://www.jstor.org/
5http://www.ltg.ed.ac.uk/software/ltxml2
6http://www.ltg.ed.ac.uk/software/lt-ttt2
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3 Related Work

Previous research on ocr post-correction in-
cludes use of a noisy channel model, where the
true sequence of characters is generated given
the noisy ocr output (Kolak and Resnik,
2002). Other studies have focussed on com-
bining the output of multiple ocr systems to
improve the text through voting (Klein and
Kopel, 2002), efficient text alignments com-
bined with dictionary lookup (Lund and Ring-
ger, 2009) and merging outputs by means of a
language model (Volk et al., 2011) or by active
learning of human post-editing (Abdulkader
and Casey, 2009).
Recent work has suggested improving ocr

by making use of online search engine spelling
corrections (Bassil and Alwani, 2012). While
this has shown substantial reductions in the
ocr error rates for English and Arabic text,
the evaluation data sets are small with only
126 and 64 words, respectively. Combining
dictionary lookup and querying candidates as
part of trigrams in a search engine was also
proposed by Ringlstetter et al. (2005), specif-
ically to correct alphabet confusion errors in
mixed-alphabet documents.
With specific focus on processing histori-

cal documents, there have been recent initia-
tives to improve ocr quality through man-
ual correction via user collaboration. For
example, the Australian Newspaper Digiti-
sation Program set up an experiment to let
the public correct the ocr output of histori-
cal documents, but found it difficult to mea-
sure the quality of the corrected text (Holley,
2009a; Holley, 2009b). The impact project
(Neudecker and Tzadok, 2010) is aimed at
developing tools to improve ocr results via
crowd sourcing to improve the digitisation of
historical printed text. Related to this is the
ongoing textus project7 which plans to de-
velop an open source platform for users to
read and collaborate around publicly available
texts. One of its planned functionalities is a
mechanism that enables scholars to transcribe
plain text versions of scanned documents.
The more specific issue of “long s” to f con-
7http://textusproject.org/

version has been addressed in an interesting
but uncredited blog post.8 This shows that
a simple rule-based algorithm that maps f -
containing strings not in the dictionary to
words that are listed in the dictionary, im-
proves ocred text sufficiently to in turn im-
prove recognition of taxon entities using Tax-
onFinder.9 There is no detailed information
on the dictionaries used, but we assume that
they include general English dictionaries as
well as specialised taxon dictionaries given
that such terms are in Latin.
The second specific issue, namely fixing

end-of-line hyphenation, has been addressed
by Torget et al. (2011), who delete hyphens
automatically in contexts s1-s2 whenever s2

is not in the dictionary while the string with
the hyphen omitted, namely s1s2, is in the
dictionary. They do not provide information
on how well their method performs.
There has also been work on determining

the effect of ocr accuracy on text processing,
be it information retrieval (ir) or text min-
ing. In terms of ir, direct access to histori-
cal documents is hindered through language
change and historical words have to be asso-
ciated with their modern variants in order to
improve recall. Hauser et al. (2007), for exam-
ple, designed special fuzzy matching strate-
gies to relate modern language keywords with
old variants in German documents from the
Early New High German period. Gotscharek
et al. (2011) argue that such matching pro-
cedures need to be used in combination with
specially constructed historical lexica in or-
der to improve recall in ir. Reynaert (2008)
proposes a language-independent method to
clean high-frequency words in historical text
by gathering typographical variants within
a given Levenshtein distance combined with
text-induced filtering.

ocr errors have been shown to have a neg-
ative effect on natural language processing
in general. Lopresti (2005; 2008a; 2008b),
for example, examines the effect that vary-
ing degrees of ocr accuracy have on sentence
boundary detection, tokenisation and part-of-

8http://inthefaith.net/rdp/botanicus/
9http://taxonfinder.sourceforge.net/
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speech tagging, all steps which are typically
carried out as early stages of text mining. Ko-
lak and Resnik (2005) carried out an extrin-
sic evaluation of ocr post-processing for ma-
chine translation from Spanish into English
and show that translation quality increases af-
ter post-correcting the ocred text.

4 Data Preparation
We limited our analysis to the Early Cana-
diana Online collections since they contain
a reasonably large number (∼83k) of differ-
ent documents and since we wanted to get an
idea of their ocr quality. We randomly se-
lected a set of records from Canadiana, where
a record is the ocred counterpart of a page
in the source document. More specifically,
we shuffled the list of all Canadiana docu-
ments and randomly selected a record from
the first 1,000 documents. These records were
drawn from the first 20 records in the doc-
ument; this limitation was due to the fact
that Canadiana only provides free access to
the first few scanned pages of a document,
and our annotator needed to be able to ac-
cess these in order to correct records and cre-
ate a gold standard. When selecting a ran-
dom record per document, we imposed some
further restrictions, namely that the record
had to be marked as English (lang="eng")
and it had to be more than 150 characters
long. The latter length limitation was sim-
ply applied to avoid lots of short titles since
we were mostly interested in running text.
We also programmatically excluded records
resembling tables of content or technical notes
and disclaimers. This resulted in a set of pas-
sages which we gave to the human annotator
to correct. For Experiment 1, described in
Section 7.1, we used subsets of this random
set: the original ocred records (from now on
referred to as original), the same records
corrected and annotated as a gold standard
(gold) and finally the records containing au-
tomatically corrected ocred text (system).

4.1 Preparing a Gold Standard
We asked the annotator to spend one day
correcting and normalising records in orig-

inal to create readable English text, leaving
historical variants as they are but removing
soft hyphens at the end of lines and chang-
ing wrongly recognised f letters into s as well
as correcting other ocr errors in the text to
the best of their ability. The annotator com-
mented that while some records were rela-
tively easy to correct, most required looking
at the scanned image to determine what was
intended. We asked the annotator to ignore
any records which contained text in other lan-
guages, i.e., where the lang attribute in the
original data was assigned wrongly. The an-
notator also ignored records which were so
garbled that it would be quicker to write the
record from scratch rather than correct the
ocr output.
In total, the annotator corrected 25 records

from original. These contained 8,322 word
tokens, reduced to 7,801 in gold (including
punctuation), when tokenised with our in-
house English tokeniser. An illustration of
the annotator’s input and output was shown
in Section 1.
While “long s” confusion was found to be

an issue in only four of the 25 records, the soft
hyphen splitting issue was pervasive through-
out the original dataset.

4.2 Preparing System Output
Finally, we processed the uncorrected versions
of the records that comprised the gold set,
using our tools to automatically remove soft
hyphens and to convert incorrect f letters to
s before tokenising the text to create the sys-
tem set. The methods of both these steps are
described in detail in the next section, while
their performance is evaluated in Section 7.

5 Automatic OCR Post-Correction
Our automatic ocr post-correction and nor-
malisation involves two steps:

1. Removing end-of-line hyphens if they are
soft hyphens; i.e., they hyphenate words
that would normally not be hyphenated
in other contexts.

2. Correcting f letters to s if they were a
“long s” in the original document.
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5.1 End-of-line Soft Hyphen Deletion
The program for removing end-of-line soft hy-
phens is called lxdehyphen. It expects an
xml file containing elements corresponding to
lines of text. If all lines of text in a page are
concatenated into one in the ocr output, then
the text is first split at tokens ending in hy-
phen + whitespace + new token by inserting
an artificial newline character. The program
then tokenises the text simply using whites-
pace and newline as delimiters to identify hy-
phenated words; a more sophisticated tokeni-
sation is not needed for this step. If the last
token on a line ends with a hyphen it is con-
sidered as a candidate for joining with the first
token of the next line. The tokens are joined
if, after removing the hyphen and concate-
nating them, the result is either a word that
appears in the Unix/Linux system dictionary
dict,10 or is a word that appears elsewhere
in the document. The latter heuristic, which
can be considered as using the document it-
self as a dictionary, is very effective for doc-
uments with technical terms and names that
do not appear in dict as well as for histor-
ical documents which contain historical vari-
ants of modern terms. Provided that a word
appears somewhere else in the document un-
hyphenated, it will be recognised and the soft
hyphen will be removed.
The tokenisation markup is then deleted

and a more sophisticated tokenisation can be
carried out. If soft hyphen splits have been re-
moved, this will typically result in a reduction
in the number of tokens.

5.2 f→s Character Conversion
The crucial component of the f→s conversion
tool is fix-spelling, an lxtransduce gram-
mar that replaces words based on a lexicon
that maps misspelled words to the correct ver-
sion. Lexicons can be constructed for vari-
ous purposes; in this case, we use the lexicon
f-to-s.lex for correcting poorly ocred his-
torical documents where the “long s” has been

10The dictionary (/usr/share/dict/words) can
vary between operating systems. We ran our exper-
iments using the Scientific Linux release 6.2 with a
dictionary containing 479,829 entries.

conflated with f. The f-to-s.lex lexicon is
created from a corpus of correct text. For
each word in that corpus, a word frequency
distribution is collected and all the possible
misspellings caused by the long-s-to-f confu-
sion are generated. It is possible that some of
these generated words will also be real words
(e.g., fat < sat).11

The unigram frequency counts of each word
in the corpus is therefore used to determine its
likelihood. For example, difclose will be cor-
rected to disclose because difclose does not
occur in the corpus. fat will be corrected to
sat because sat occurs more often. But feed
will not be changed to seed because feed oc-
curs more often. The corpus can be chosen to
be similar to the target texts so that the re-
sults are more reliable; in particular, using old
texts will prevent words that were not com-
mon then from being incorrectly used. In our
experiment, we used the text from a number
of books in the Gutenberg Project as the cor-
pus to create the lexicon.12

6 Text Alignment and Evaluation
In the set of experiments described below, we
compare different versions of a given text to
determine a measure of text accuracy. In
order to carry out the evaluation, we first
need to align two files of text and then cal-
culate their differences. ocr software suppli-
ers tend to define the quality of their tools in
terms of character accuracy. Unfortunately,
such figures can be misleading if the digitised
text is used in an information retrieval sys-
tem, where it is searched, or if it is processed
by a text mining tool. An ocred word to-
ken that contains only a single character er-
ror (i.e., insertion, deletion or substitution)
will score more highly on this measure than
one which contains multiple such errors. How-
ever, the word will still be incorrect when it

11We use w1 < w2 to indicate that string w1 has
been derived from w2, either by one of our tools, as in
this case, or by ocr.

12The books were Adventures of Sherlock Holmes,
Christmas Carol, Dracula, Great Expectations, Hound
of the Baskervilles, Paradise Lost, Tale of Two Cities,
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, The History of
England, vol. 1 and Works of Edgar Allen Poe, vol. 1.
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comes to analysing and processing it automat-
ically, especially as many text processing tools
involve dictionary, gazetteer or other exact-
match word-lookup methods.
In this paper, therefore, we evaluate the

quality of the converted text in terms of word
error rate (wer):

wer =
I + D + S

N

where I is the number of insertions, D the
number of deletions and S the number of
substitutions between the hypothesis and the
reference string, while N is the number of
word tokens in the reference (e.g., the gold
dataset). We calculate wer by means of the
gnu wdiff program,13 a front end to diff14

for comparing files on a word-per-word basis,
where a word is anything between whitespace
or newline characters. diff aligns a sequence
of text by determining the longest common
subsequence (Miller and Myers, 1985; Myers,
1986; Ukkonen, 1985). wdiff then determines
the counts for the words in common between
both files as well as word insertions, deletions
and substitutions. Note that wdiff counts
a word as a substitution if it is replaced or is
part of a larger replacement. This is not an is-
sue for our evaluation as we are not interested
in the distribution of insertions, deletions and
substitutions but merely their sum.

7 Experiments

The following first three experiments report
on the quality of Canadiana’s ocred text, and
the extent to which our processing tools can
improve it. The forth experiment provides
an initial examination of how the ocr qual-
ity affects the recognition of commodity entity
mentions, the latter being one of the aims of
the Trading Consequences project.

7.1 Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we first compare the dif-
ference between the original and the gold
data set. The difference between these two

13http://www.gnu.org/software/wdiff/
14http://www.gnu.org/software/diffutils/

versions of the text shows how much the orig-
inal ocred text needs to change to be trans-
formed to running English text without er-
rors. We then run both the lxdehyphen and
the f→s conversion step over the original text
and create the systemall data set. By com-
paring the systemall against gold and deter-
mining their differences, we can then calculate
the improvement we have made to the origi-
nal data in light of all the changes that could
be made.

Test Set I D S WER
original 71 24 1,650 0.224
systemall 73 24 1,434 0.196
systemdehyph 74 24 1,519 0.207
systemf2s 70 24 1,567 0.213

Table 1: Number of insertions (I), deletions (D)
and substitutions (S) and word error rate (wer)
when comparing the different test sets against the
gold dataset of 7,801 tokens.

Table 1 shows that the original ocred
text has a word error rate of 0.224 compared
to the corrected and normalised gold version.
After running the two automatic conversion
steps over the original data set creating sys-
temall, word error rate was reduced by 12.5%
to 0.196. Given that the gold set was cre-
ated by correcting all the errors in the ocr,
this is a substantial improvement.
We also ran each correction step separately

to see how they each improve the ocr indi-
vidually. The scores for systemdehyph and
systemf2s show that the soft hyphen removal
step contributed to reducing the error rate
by 7.6% (0.017) to 0.207 and f→s conversion
by 4.9% (0.011) to 0.213. Soft hyphens are
an issue throughout the text but long-s-to-
f confusion only occurred in four out of the
25 records, which explains why the effect of
the latter step is smaller. The results show
that after fixing the ocr for two specific prob-
lems automatically a large percentage of er-
rors (87.5%) still remain in the text.

7.2 Experiment 2
Since we evaluate each conversion tool in light
of all other corrections of the ocred text, it is
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quite difficult to get an idea of how accurate
they are. We therefore evaluated each tool
separately on a data set which was only cor-
rected for their particular issue. For Exper-
iment 2, we therefore hand-corrected the 25
Canadiana records again, but this time only
for soft hyphen deletion, ignoring all other
issues with the OCR. We call this data set
golddehyph and compare it to original to
determine the difference between both texts.
We also compare golddehyph to systemdehyph

created in the previous experiment.

Test Set I D S wer
original 1 0 177 0.022
systemdehyph 1 0 47 0.006

Table 2: Number of insertions (I), deletions (D)
and substitutions (S) and word error rate (wer)
when comparing against golddehyph (8,203 to-
kens).

The results in Table 2 show that soft hy-
phens in the ocred text reduce the word to-
ken accuracy by 0.022 compared to the nor-
malised gold standard. The automatic fixing
reduces this error by 72.7% to 0.006. Er-
ror analysis showed that the remaining differ-
ences between systemdehyph and golddehyph

are caused by missing soft hyphen deletion
because the split tokens in question con-
tained other ocr problems and were either
not present in the dictionary or not repeated
in the text itself, e.g., 3ndow- ment (< en-
dowment) or patron- aye (< patronage). The
lxdehyphen tool correctly did not remove hy-
phens which were meant to stay in the text.

7.3 Experiment 3
As with Experiment 2, we wanted to sepa-
rately evaluate the performance of the f→s
conversion step. Since the gold data set only
contained four page records with the “long
s” confusion, we created a bigger gold stan-
dard of ten Canadiana page records which
all have the issue in their original ocr and
which the annotator hand-corrected only for
f→s ignoring all other errors in the text. We
first compare the original text of this data
set (f2s original) to the hand-corrected one

(f2s gold) to quantify the effect of the prob-
lem on the text. We then ran the automatic
f→s conversion over the f2s original set and
compared the output (f2s systemf2s) to the
gold standard (f2s gold).

Test Set I D S WER
f2s original 0 0 720 0.095
f2s systemf2s 0 0 206 0.027

Table 3: Number of insertions (I), deletions (D)
and substitutions (S) and word error rate (wer)
when comparing against f2s gold (7,618 tokens).

The results in Table 3 show that the charac-
ter confusion problem increases the word error
rate dramatically by 0.0945. This means that
ocred documents in which this issue occurs
will benefit significantly from an automatic
post-correction step that fixes this problem.
Our own system output reduces the error by
71.6%, yielding a word error rate of 0.027.
An error analysis of the remaining differences
shows that, as with the previous experiment,
the tool does not successfully convert false f
letters in tokens containing other ocr issues,
e.g., adminiftzr (< administer) or fireet (<
street). In a few cases, it also causes some
real-word errors, i.e., converting f→s when it
should not have done so. This happens ei-
ther for tokens where a letter other than s
was confused with f during the ocr process,
e.g., fhe (< the) is converted to she, or for to-
kens whose unigram frequency is smaller than
that of the converted token, e.g., fees was in-
correctly converted to sees.

7.4 Experiment 4
After the annotator finished correcting all of
the 25 gold page records, she was asked to
mark up commodity entities in that data set.
Our definition of a commodity entity is some-
thing that is sold or traded and can be either
natural or man-made. The annotator marked
up 167 entities including general commodities
such as apples and copper but also more spe-
cific items such as Double Ended Taper Saw
Files or Iron Girders. We then transferred the
annotations manually to the original and
the systemall data as accurately as possible.
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Our next task in the Trading Conse-
quences project is to develop a named entity
recogniser which identifies commodities that
were important in nineteenth century trade.
This work is being carried out in collabora-
tion with historians at The University of York,
Toronto, and involves creating a commodi-
ties thesaurus/ontology using the skos frame-
work.15 This thesaurus will be the basis for
our further system development. In the mean-
time, we are using WordNet16 to approximate
commodity terms; that is, we use a chunker
to recognise noun chunks in the text and la-
bel them as commodity mentions if they are
a hyponym of the WordNet classes substance,
physical matter, plant or animal.

Test Set Found Correct
original 79 28
gold 86 34
systemall 80 29

Table 4: Number of found and correct commodity
entities in the various test sets.

Even though this is a very crude method
with a low performance, the effects of the
ocr are apparent in the results shown in Ta-
ble 4. The smallest number of entities and of
correct entities are found in the uncorrected
original set. 7 more entities (of which 6 are
correct) are recognised in the completely cor-
rected and normalised gold set. The two au-
tomatic correction steps which reduce the dis-
tance from original to gold by 12.2% lead
to one additional correct entity being recog-
nised compared to the original ocr. While
this means that more ocr post-corrections
would be desirable to improve the named en-
tity recognition, we also believe that the effect
of both existing post-correction tools will be-
come more apparent as we improve our com-
modities recognition system.

8 Discussion and Conclusion

It is widely recognised that much of the ocred
text currently available for historical docu-

15http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
16http://wordnet.princeton.edu/

ments falls far short of what is required for
accurate text processing or information re-
trieval. We have focussed on automatically
fixing two issues in such text, namely soft hy-
phen deletion and f→s conversion. We have
evaluated both methods and shown that to-
gether they deal with just over 12% of all word
error problems in our sample. In addition,
each of them successfully deals with around
72% of relevant cases. We have carried out an
error analysis of where the tools fail to yield
the correct results. Finally, we have described
a very preliminary study which indicates that
fixing and normalising the ocred text is ben-
eficial to named entity recognition.
As we have seen, even after these steps,

a large number of ocr errors remain in the
text. We will need to address at least some
of these to achieve our desired level of text
mining performance. As part of this task, we
intend to explore whether some of the tech-
niques we briefly reviewed in Section 3 can be
combined with our current approach.
When creating the gold standard data, we

found that the quality of the ocred text from
different sources can vary depending on fac-
tors such as the quality of the scan, the quality
of original script and printing, the contents of
a page, and so one. In a few cases the text
we provided to the annotator turned out to
be too garbled to understand. If humans are
unable to correct such records then automatic
systems will have little chance of doing so, and
text mining will produce no or very useless
information. We are therefore planning to in-
tegrate a further pre-processing step into our
system which tries to estimate text accuracy
and rejects documents from processing whose
accuracy falls below a certain threshold.
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